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THE  DEATH  OF  WILLIAM  DUDLEY, Bishop of Durham, on 29 November  1483,
left vacant one of the most important offices in church and state. King Richard’s
choice for the office was  a  man equally distinguished in learning and diplomacy,
but one who had not played a  major  role in domestic politics: John Shirwood.
The choice was probably well  calculated.  Although his predecessor had been the
compliant Bishop Dudley,

In the  last  years of Edward IV, Richard, rather than the Bishop [of Durham] was
really in control of the  County Palatinate, and the death of Bishop Dudley was
fart-nit?“ in  enabling him to fill so important an office  with a  ma_n of his own
C 0106. -

Bishop Shitwood has been plausibly identified as the son of  a  John
Shirwood of York, holder of a small office under the crown at York from 1445
until his death in 1475 and a justice of the peace for the county of York for  many
years. John Shirwood senior was a keen supporter of the house of York, and was
rewarded in  1462  by becoming clerk to the sheriff of Yorkshire.2 Otherwise, little
is  known  about John junior’s family background and early years. He went up to
Cambridge  University, and from there he was incorporated as a master of arts
and bachelor of divinity at Oxford in  1456; by 1461  he had advanced to‘ a
doctorate in divinity.3 He acquired a facility in Greek which was rare in England
at that time, which he is thought to have learned from  a  Greek monk, Emmanuel
of Constantinople, who was in the service of George Neville, Chancellor of
Oxford University; Emmanuel  also taught  the great English humanist William
Grocyn.‘ Shirwood also became friendly with another Greek, George
Hieronymos of Sparta, who dedicated to him his version of 'De  Virtutibus.’

Shirwood perfected his knowledge of Greek at the University of Paris and in
Italy, but he had already attracted the attention of George Neville, for whom he
wrote Latin letters. Shirwood visited Neville in confinement during the Yorkist
eclipse of  1460-1, and as a distraction tried to teach him  arithmomachia, a  game
like  a  highly complicated form of chess.6 When Edward IV came to the throne,
Shirwood reaped his reward for cultivating the Nevilles. George  Neville  had
already became Bishop of  Exeter  in 1460, and was translated to York in 1465.
Shirwood became Chancellor of Exctcr in  1461, Archdeacon of Richmond in
1465  and a prebendaty of York Minster in 1471. It was Shirwood’s unusual habit
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of recording in his books (of which he was a great collector) the date and place of
purchase which enables us to know  that  he was in London in June  1461  and again
in December  1464.7 Perhaps like many medieval prelates, he spent much time
away from his charge on political duties. He was certainly absent from them
frequently after 1471 when he went to reside at the papal Curia in Rome. As a
leading English humanist with some knowledge of Italy already, he was an
excellent  choice to represent English interests at Rome in the early days of the
Renaissance. The fall of the Nevilles in  1471  was  a  critical time in Shirwood’s
career. One writer has written that he was not lacking in courage, but displayed
tact  and judgement, and so seems to  have  avoided offending either the Nevilles or
the King.“ Any errors he made were covered by a  general pardon granted him by
Edward IV in June  1471, and he went on to  become  Apostolic Protonotary in
1476  and  King’s  Proctor in 1477.9

At the papal court, he secured the patronage of Cardinal Barbo, to whom he
dedicated his treatise on  arithmomachia,  published in 1482.lo The introduction to
this work has been described as a masterpiece of Renaissance Latin prose, and
Shirwood was equally fluent  in Latin  verse.“ His residence in Italy gave  him the
opportunity to further his collection of  books; his library included manuscripts
of many Latin authors, ancient and medieval; early printed books; and Greek
manuscripts.l2

Shirwood returned to England for King Richard’s coronation, but the
Dictionary of National Biography is incorrect in identifying him as the Bishop of
Durham who supported the King — a role fulfilled by his predecessor, Bishop
Dudley. Presumably be impressed King Richard on this occasion, though  one
would have to guess whether he struck him as a suitable candidate for high office
because of his ability, or someone who would be conveniently absent in Rome. In
any case, after that visit in the summer of 1483, Shirwood seems to  have  been
away in  Rome  until  1490.  Richard evidently thought sufficiently highly of him to
recommend him to the Pope for  a  cardinal’s hat on 11 May 1483  (an honour
which was to elude him) even  before his elevation to Durham." Richard  kept  the
temporalities of the see in his hands until  6  August 1485," scarcely a fortnight
before Bosworth, and used his own servants to administer the Palatinate.”
Richard might be said to have  used  the opportunity of Shirwood’s absence to
impose ‘direct rule’ on Durham. '

Shirwood’s presence in Rome has an important bearing on whether or not
he continued to support the house of York after 1485. Henry VII trusted him
sufficiently to renew his appointment as King’s Proctor in Rome in February
1486, and the following year, he formed part of Henry’s embassy to the Pope
headed by Thomas Milling, Bishop of Hereford" — an occasion when his
familiarity with Roman customs was noted by observers.” William Hutchinson
in his  History of Durham  suggests -that Bishop Shirwood was sympathetic to
Lambert Simnel’s rebellion if not  actually engaged in it;" likewise, he has been
linked with the Yorkshire rising of 1489. Despite Polydore Vergil, however, there
is no evidence that the rising actually spread to the Palatinate,  though  it did find
support in the Durham liberties of Howden and Allerton." There  is no reason to
suppose that Shirwood was even in England at the relevant times, particularly
when Simnel’s rebellion  took  place. He is known to have been in this country in
1490  when he wrote to John Paston, trying to arrange  a  traffic of Durham coals
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for Norfolk corn2° — an interesting sidelight on economic history. Hutchinson
writes that

It is not certain  whether  the bishop was  resident  in his See at the time of the
commotions  occasioned by Perkin  Warbeck; but it rather to be presumed, he  went
over  to the continent, on the  same  errand with  several others, to  visit  the duchess of
Burgundy, and to assist in  council  for the  cause  of the  house  of York."

This, however, is to presume too much on the existing evidence. Hutchinson
and those who  follow  him have created  a  picture of Shirwood supporting first
Lambert Simnel and then Perkin Warbeck, then slipping away to  exile  in Rome.
Such a picture may be true to the facts, if we knew them. What is at least as likely
is  that  Bishop Shirwood was absent from England on his diplomatic duties in
Rome. He may even  have  found it convenient to be absent until it was clear which
side would win. He  had, after all, kept his career intact amid the fluctuating
fortunes of Neville, York and Tudor.

He is known to  have  been on his way back to Rome in February 1492, and he
died there on 14 January 1493.22 Calculating from the date of his incorporation at
Oxford (1456, when he was probably in his mid twenties) he would have been at
least  sixty at the time of his  death.

Whatever  Shirwood’s  political leanings, he has  a  three-fold interest in the
Yorkist period. First, he was an early, and very distinguished, English humanist,
and George Neville, Edward IV, Richard III and Henry VII were all sufficiently
perceptive to recognise and use his  talents.  Secondly, he was in a  long line of
clerical diplomats that spans the middle ages and  beyond.  Thirdly, Richard III
seems to  have used him as a  conveniently absentee  bishop, taking the opportunity
to make royal authority more directly felt in Durham. In view of Richard’s
relations with successive Bishops of Durham  (Booth, Dudley and Shirwood)23
both before and after his  accession, this policy is understandable; but it is
doubtful whether it was wise. Richard’s active intervention in Durham seems to
have alienated  some  of the leading landowners such as the Earl of
Westmorland." Bishop Shirwood  used  his presence in  Rome  to obtain an
indulgence from  Pope  Innocent  VIII  for his cathedral church in Durham,” but
the Palatinate would probably have benefited more from the presence of so wise
and talented  a  pastor. It is good to  note  in conclusion that his collection of  books,
on which he set so much  store, came, via his successor  Bishop Foxe, into the
possession of Corpus Christi  College, Oxford.“ On learning was his career
founded, and in learning was his legacy.
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